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BOUNDED LINEAR FUNCTIONAL
CHING - YUN SUEN
Abstract.
It is well known that every selfadjoint bounded linear functional on a
C*-algebra has a unique minimal decomposition [6, Theorem 3.2.5]. In this paper we
prove that under some conditions a selfadjoint completely bounded linear map with
a unique minimal decomposition is equivalent to the map with a unique commutant
representation
(up to unitary equivalence). Using the results, we generalize the
Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal
construction.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper let Mn denote the C*-algebra of complex
n X n matrices generated as a linear space by the matrix units E¡¡ (i, j = 1,2,... ,n)
and ¿¡?(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hubert space H. Let A
and B be C*-algebras and let L: A -* B be a bounded linear map. If for the maps

L® In:A ® M„ -> B ® M„,
one has that sup„||L ® 7„|| is finite, then L is called completely bounded and we let
||L||cb denote the sup. The map L is called positive provided that L(a) is positive
whenever a is positive, and is called completely positive if L ® In is positive for all n.
If L(a*) = L(a)*, we call L selfadjoint. Given 5 ç £'(H),
we let S' denote its
commutant. A selfadjoint completely bounded map xp has a minimal decomposition
[11, p. 104] provided that ^ can be expressed as a difference of completely positive
maps d>, and <p2with \\\p\\ch = \\<¡>i\\+ \\<t>2\\.
From [13, Proposition 5.1], we know that
there are some conditions to ensure the existence of a minimal decomposition but
the decomposition is not unique [11, p. 107] in general. We also know that the
commutant representation for a completely bounded map is not unique [5]. However, there are some cases in which we can find that a selfadjoint completely
bounded map has a unique commutant representation (up to unitary equivalence) if
and only if the map has a unique minimal decomposition. Applying the above
results, we have that each selfadjoint bounded linear functional on a C*-algebra has
a unique commutant representation which generalizes the Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal
construction. Finally, the author gratefully acknowledges several valuable conversations with Professor V. Paulsen.
2. The uniqueness problem. Let CB(A, ¿P(H))

denote the vector space of com-

pletely bounded linear maps from C*-algebra^4 ixW.oSé'(H).Let L g CB(A, ¿¡?(H)),
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from [5, p. 7] we know that

<j> L
is completely positive
L* <¡>

IlLlll
= inf

Y

We will apply the following theorem [5, Theorem 2.10] later:
Theorem 2.1. Let L g CE(A, 3?(H)), then there exists a Hilbert space K, a
*-homomorphism tr: A -* =Sf(AT), an isometry V: H -* K and an operator T G tt(A)'

such that [tt(A)VH] is dense in K, \\T\\ = \\\L\\\ and L = V*TtrV. If L = L*, then
|||L||| = ||L||cbWr=
T*.
We shall refer to a representation
of the form given by Theorem 2.1 as a
commutant representation with isometry of L [5, p. 13]. We shall denote it by

(tj-, V, T, K). Suppose that L g CB(A, £C(H)) and that (77,,Vt,T„ K¡), i = 1,2, are
two commutant representations of L. We call these representations
lent provided that there exists a unitary U: Kx -* K2 such that

UVX= V2,

Uitx = ir2U and

unitarily equiva-

UTX = T2U.

From [5, Proposition 3.1], we have the following
Proposition
2.2. Let L g CB(A, J?(H)).
Then there is a unique completely
positive map <}>:
A -» ¿^(H) with \\<h\\= \\\L\\\ such that the map

</> L~ :A®M2
<t>

-4á?(H)

® M2

is completely positive if and only if L has a unique representation
unitary equivalence).

(ir,V,T,

K) (up to

Theorem 2.3. Let L = L* g CB(,4, ¿f(H)) and L(IA) = kl, then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) L has a unique minimal decomposition.
(ii) There is a unique completely positive map <j>:A -» ä'(H)

with ||<f>||

such

that the map

<J> L

:A®M2^>3'(H)®M

is completely positive.
(iii) L has a unique representation

T=T*and\\T\\

v

(<n,V,T, K) (up to unitary equivalence)

with

= \\L\\cb.

Proof. From Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, we know that (ii) and (iii) are
equivalent. Suppose that (i) is true. By [5, Proposition 2.8], there is a completely
positive map <p:A -».£?(//) with ||4>|| = ||L||cb such that the map

4> L
L

<j>

A ® M2->¿e(H)

® M2
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is completely positive. It is easy to see that \(<$>+ L) — {-($ — L) is a minimal
decomposition of L. Similarly, if there is another completely positive map 4>:

A -* Se(H) with ||<p||= ||L||cb such that the map

"</> L :A ® M2 ^Se(H)
L ¡¡>

® M2

is completely positive, then ¿(<> + L) — {-($ — L) is also a minimal decomposition
of L. By (i), we have that <j>— <¡>.Hence (i) implies (ii). Conversely, if (ii) is true. By
[13, Proposition 5.1], L has a minimal decomposition \px — \p2. Let \p = \px + \p2; by

[10, Theorem 3.9], we know that
||L||cb = min{ ||<i>||cb:<t>+ L are completely positive}.

Since t//, + t//2 + L are completely positive, we have that

¡LU^Uil+U2HUi + Hl
Hence ||i//|| = ||¿||cb. Let ^ = i//, 4- \p2; applying Stinespring's Theorem [9], ^ has a
minimal representation
V*ir(-)V. By [1, Theorem 1.4.2], \p¡ has representation

V*T¡tr(-)VWith.0 < T, < I and T,■G <n(A)',i = 1,2. Hence
L()

= V*(TX - T2)ir(-)V

and

-/ < Tx

T2^I.

Since the matrix

Ti

Ti
is positive, by [5, Proposition 2.6], the map

>
L

L :A ® M2 -*£e(H)
<//

® M2

is completely positive. Similarly, if L has another minimal decomposition

\px — \p2,

then the map
¿1 + ^2

L

L

¡pi + ^2

:A®M2

-+¿e(H)

® M2

is completely positive. By (ii), we have that ^i + ^2 = ''Pi + ^2 and hence

íi = ¿(¿i + Ï2 + L) = M*i + «P2+ L) = V,.
Therefore, (ii) imphes (i).
Remark 2.4. Let L = L* g CB(/1, ¿¿P(H)), from the same argument as Theorem
2.3, we know that the map [£ £] is completely
completely positive.
Example 2.5. Let 6(n) denote the transpose
unique minimal decomposition [11, Theorem 2.2]
Mn -» Mn be the completely positive map defined

positive if and only if <¡>± L are

map of M„ [13], then 6(n) has a
and ||0(n)||cb = n [13]. Now, let <i>:
by

<*>((«,,)) = Tr((a„))/„,
then \\§\\ = ||#(w)||cb = n. It is not difficult to see that the matrix

*(£,.,)
«(«)(£,-,)

è(n)(EtJ)'
*(£,-,)
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is positive. Hence the map

<í>
6(n)

9{n)

M„ ® M-,

: M„ ® Mn

<t>

defined by
6(n)

0(n)
<¡>

<t>(a)

8(n)(c)

0(n)(b)
<t>(d)

is completely positive [3, Theorem 2]. By Theorem 2.3, we know that <f>is unique.
Hence ^(<p + 6(n)) - \(<$>- 6(n)) is the unique minimal decomposition of 6(n).
Furthermore, let $ be the Choi's map defined by
*{(aIJ))={(n-l)TT((au))}ln-(aIJ)

[11, Theorem 1.3], the structure of the segment between 4> and 0(n) is determined.
By Theorem 2.3, each map in the segment has a unique commutant representation.
Corollary
representation

2.6. Let L = L*\ A -» C be a bounded linear map, then L has a unique
V*TirV (up to unitary equivalence) with T ^ ir(A)', T = T* and

\\T\\ = \\L\\.
Proof.

From [8, Theorem 2.10], we know that ||L|| = ||L||cb. By [6, Theorem

3.2.5], L has a unique minimal decomposition.

By Theorem 2.3, we have proved the

corollary.
Remark

2.7. In Corollary 2.6, for each a g A, we have that L(a) =
{ir(a)TV(I), V(I)). It is easy to see that w is a cyclic representation and V(I) is a
unit cyclic vector. Hence, we have generalized the Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal construction: To each positive linear functional <j>,there corresponds uniquely, within unitary
equivalence, a representation (ir, K) of A with a cyclic vector £ such that <j>(a) =
(•n(a)%, £>•
We give an example of Corollary 2.6 in the following
Example 2.8. Let y be a compact Hausdorff space and let C(X) be the
C*-algebra of continuous functions on X with sup norm. Let L be a selfadjoint
bounded linear functional on C(X); by the Riesz Theorem [7, Theorem 6.19], there
corresponds a unique complex regular Borel measure ¡u such that L(f)=
¡xf dp. By
[7, Theorem 6.12], there is a Borel function h with \h\ = 1, such that
dp = hd\p\

and

||L|| = ||£||Cb = |ju|( X).

Since L is selfadjoint, we have that h is real-valued |/i|-a.e. Let S = {x g X:
h(x) = 1), then

L(f)= Jsf fd\p\-Jx-s
f fd\p\.
J ç

Let<p: C(X)

J y_

C

C be the positive linear map defined by

J Y
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It is easy to see that L has a minimal decomposition \(<p + L) — j(<p — L). By
Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4, we know that <f>
is the unique positive linear map with

||</>||= \p\(X) such that the map

<t> L

L

4>

: C(X) ® M2 -+ M

is completely positive. Let V: C -* L2(X; \p\) be the operator defined by A —>XI
and m: C(X) -* ££(L2(X; |/i|)) be the *-representation defined by m(f) = Mf. It is
not difficult to see that

<£(/) = V*ir(f)V=
and [tt(C(X))V(\)\

[ fd\u\

Jx

is dense in L2(X; |ju|). Letg: C(X) -* Cbe the map defined by

/ \ = /l
8KX> \-l

ifxgS\
ifx&X-S,

then Mg g tt(C(X))', Mg = M*, \\Mg\\= 1, and

V*M¿n(f)V
= Jxf gfd\p.\
= Js[ fd\p\- Jx-s
f fd\a\= L(f).
Hence, L has a unique commutant

representation

V*TirV, where V = V/ ]j\n\( X)

and T=\ii\(X)Mg.
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